vrations is presented. Usirg the finit-ee'_ment methoe to discrntir ,! the srice problem, ona ob:ainz a set Ce di:fcrenLialdelay equations in tir..e relating the potential to its normal derivative (on the surfi:ce of the body) which is L-xpressed in terms of the genEr'_.i7ed coordinates of the struct__e. '_'or oszillatory flow, the rotior. consists of sin •_, soid: l oscillations around a steady, cu.sonic or supersonic 'flow. For fully unsteady f''-ow, the motion I s assumed to consist of constant su:^sanic for su=eersonic soe•9d for ti-n,: t< C l, (Steady :state) and o r small perturbations around the steady state for time t>0; the solution is obtained in Laplace's domain. From the potential, the aerodynamic ;generalized *forces are obtained. Therefore the final output is the matrix of the aerodynamic coefficient>, relating 'the generalized forces to.tne generalized .coordinates, in the form necessary for !flutter ap p lications. The theory is embeddcd in a co,: p-z:er code, SOUSSA (Steady, ;Oscillatory and Unsteady, S'bsonic and ;Supersonic Acrodyna:.ics), which is 'briefly described. Numerical recults tare presented for steady and unsteady, subsonic and supersonic flows and indicate that the code is not only general, 'flexible, and simple to use but also I tccurate and fast.
Introduction
Presented herein is a general formulation of s t eady, oscillatory or fully un-,steady, subsonic and supersonic potential zerodynamics for an aircraft having arbitrery sha pe. The objective of this fornuilation is to described the tine functional relationship between aerodynamic potential and its normal derivative (normal wash) in a form which can be used for computational !anal y sis. The finite-element method is !used for space discretization. The matrix } I +This cork was supported by NASA Langle Grant hGR 22-004-030. The authors wis' On the other hard, i:: order to perfor •• , a 'lin^ar-s y stem inzlvsis of the aircraft, it'
' is convc nient to use more go-nera 1 F.eroc:v-;namic formulations, i.e., fully transient rerponsc for. time-doniin analysis and the ? ,aerody n amlc transf-`-_unction (LLcp^iu:i:
, t^^ansform of the fully unsteady oysi-ra-or)
.for freq uent!-domain analysis. k general formulation for fully unsteady (inc:ici=1) aerodynamics was presented in Refs. 5 and 6
where only very preliminary result_ w:-re given. Consistent with this type of .anal y sis, the unsteady contribution i_, assumed to start at time t=0, so thi't {or t-ne t<0 the flow is In stea::y Scats. Furthermore, consistent with the flight dynamics analysis, the moticn o_ the aircraft is assumed to consist of small (infinitesimal) perturL•.a*.ions e rnund the steady-state motion.
It 'may be noted that within the n_-sumption of potential. aerody-ar"ics, -....rya exists other methods to evaluate tits aero-. dynamic loads? Among them, the lifti;.g surface theories, while flexible and efficient, are not sufficiently g eneral. On the other hand, finite-element methods, though sufficiently general for han%ling comp lex configurations, are limited to steady flows. In addition, they are usually quite cumbersome to use and invariably require human itervention to define the suitable type of element (source, doublet, etc.) to be uscd. 7 For oscillatory aerodynamics, the doublet-lattice method 8 ' 9 is the only other method, besides SOUSSA, which can handle subsonic oscillatory flows around complex configur- where P* is on t:he surface of the body, E a,N is the outer normal
!with a= 1 -M^ and -
is the tirr.e necessary for a disturbance topropagate from P to P * . In addition, 2; W
is the (open) surface of the wake (known from the steady state solution) and Al, isi •the potential-discontinuity across the wake, evaluated in the direction of the normal, i-.e hc l a _-(R if the upper normal is used,. It should be noted that the ,value of .A4) is not an additional unknown,, since
, where )1 is the nondimcnsional time necessary for the vortex-point to travel (with-; f in the steady flow) from the point, PTE
(origin of the vortex:-line at the trailing edge), to the point P. For small-perturbation steady flow, n is given by ° t it = 8 2 (X -XTf)/M (7)
Equations (1) and (G) fully describe I the proble:.i of linearized unsteady sub-I sonic potential ae:ouynamics around i ;complex confi g urations. In order to'solve Ithis problem, it is necessary, in general, ' to obtain a ni:ncrical a pproximation for Eq. (1). This is obtained by dividing the surface of the aircraft into N 13_.quadri- I wake (i.e., near tl.c point f on () Next consider the intc!grals or the the tr a iling edge), and S nh -O otherwake. In order to fac'.litate the use of wise. :Eq. (6), it is convenient to divide the +wake into strips de`incd by (steady-state) Combining K(s. (1), (3) and (9) vortex-lines ernanati.g from the nodes on and assuming p, E p, , one obtains the trailing edge. The strips are then divided inCoY,W elements 7,,n (w) with nod-s j )' h II' I h) (13) along the vortex: lines. The potential I discontinuity is assumed to be consi I tant within each element ( IIT
;where a+^n Cr -On)) s the value of es(w) Note that according to Eq. (6) -
where m-m(n) identifies the trailinga edge point whicl is `n the same vortex-^I h rJ_J 
rr3R dE 4
In SOUSSA Q^_ Oh is approximated
En R N Pi = P. I U t + and I with the value evaluated at the centroids of the elements adjacent to the trailing edge. This is reasonable in view of the (v -U 00 I ) • n (tVU00 (19) . First, consider on averaging scheme ,which imposes that the value of the potential ,r,' at the node P' is the (average of tlk val • cs of the potential !at the cei;troids o: thn elements sur-
There jE ►,hl is an avr.raging matrix { where Zr
The pressure coefficic.. may be evaluated from the linearized Bernoulli theorem as Next consider the generalized aerodynamic forces i
is the dynamic pressure.
By assuming that the pressure coefficient ..c., is constant within each element (consistpent with the assumption made on,!), Eq. (32) can be expressed as 
Q =qM g (42)
where the matrix of the aerodynamic influence coefficients hi is given by
Note that 0 1) and ri (4) 
The definition of Ojh and p^h :s discussed at the end of this appendix.
Finally, taking the Laplace transform of equation (26) to reach the point P .
Therefore for elenents+ partially inside the Mach forecone, 0.h, anti n,h are rro.^.t (2) discontinuity of 0 ncross the rake tiro fqr r. uisturbancu to propagate.
frog. P to P" hq. 
